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Herbicide resistance is an exceptional marker to
quantify gene flow. Quantification of pollen-, seed-,
and vegetative propagule-mediated gene flow pro-
vides key weed biology information. Pollen-mediated
gene flow influences the genetic variance within a
population, the frequency of multiple or polygenic
herbicide resistance, and the evolutionary dynamics of
a species. Seed-mediated gene flow predominates in
self-pollinating species. Gene flow quantification may
enable the estimation of herbicide resistance epicen-
ter, the comparison of the relative importance of gene
flow pathways, and prediction of future distribution
of resistance traits. Gene flow studies using herbicide
resistance also can provide insight into the rates and
importance of hybridization.

Approaches to studying gene flow must consider
the biology, breeding system, and dispersal
mechanism(s) of the species. We recommend a
hypothesis-driven, tiered approach, adopted from
an environmental risk assessment for genetically
modified crops (Garcia-Alonso et al. 2006;
Raybould 2006; Raybould and Cooper 2005;
Wolt et al. 2010). General approaches to gene
flow studies are outlined, primarily utilizing
herbicide resistance as a marker system, but
morphological and molecular markers may be
required to assist with rapid identification or to
identify/confirm hybrids.

A well-constructed quantification of gene flow first
organizes existing information on the nature of the
resistance trait, the biology of the species (weed
or crop), and the mode of inheritance (tier 0)
(Figure 1). Data are then systematically acquired on
frequency and distance of gene flow, moving from
small-scale, controlled environments (tier 1) to more
variable environments, at a larger scale and sample
size (tiers 2 and 3). Information gathered in early tiers
guides hypothesis development and experimental

design for studies in subsequent tiers. The aim of
this chapter is to guide the decision-making process
and provide examples of appropriate experimental
designs and analysis, recognizing that these may
need to be modified on the basis of the species
and ecological system. This chapter first outlines
information required for problem identification
(tier 0) and then describes the tiered approach for
pollen-, seed-, and vegetative propagule-mediated
gene flow. Models of pollen- and seed-mediated
gene flow have been reviewed elsewhere (Beckie
and Hall 2008; Nathan et al. 2011) and are not
addressed here.

Approaches to Study Gene Flow. Tier 0
Problem Identification. Problem identification is the
first step in developing the hypothesis and designing
experiments for gene flow quantification. Assemble
available information, including reproductive biolo-
gy, pollen vectors, related species with the potential
to hybridize, the nature of inheritance of herbicide
resistance, and pre-existing data on gene flow within
(intra) and between (inter) species or genera.
Information required for seed- or vegetative propa-
gule-mediated gene flow includes dispersal mecha-
nisms and vectors for dispersal. Next, identify
information gaps and initiate the collection of
missing data. If information is sufficient, research at
higher tiers may be initiated.

Breeding systems must be known because they
are correlated with frequency and distance of
pollen-mediated gene flow, and population genetic
diversity (Barrett 2003). The inheritance of resis-
tance must be determined if not previously
established. The population response to a range of
herbicide doses must be determined to enable
interpretation of inheritance data and used to
establish the appropriate screening doses to reliably
identify individuals with the resistance marker.
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Gene Flow Tip #1. Relevant gene flow
information may be found in biology, ecology,
or phylogenetic literature. Older research should
be considered.
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Step 1. Begin with synthesis of homozygous
resistant and susceptible populations. The breeding
system determines the methods used to synthesize
these populations. In selfing species, seeds collected
from a single individual represent a true breeding
line and can be created through isolation either in
controlled environment conditions or in the field
(e.g., use of cages). For obligate outcrossing species,
only populations (rather than lines) can be derived.

Step 2. Perform reciprocal crosses of pure lines and
test the F1 populations, along with the parental
lines, for level of resistance to the target herbicide
after an appropriate dose–response assay (Beckie
et al. 2000; Burgos et al. 2013; Seefeldt et al. 1995).

With a dominant or semidominant trait, F1

populations respond similarly to the resistant parent.
Lack of uniformity among the reciprocal F1

populations suggests (nonnuclear) maternal inheri-
tance; for example see Warwick and Black (1980).
Susceptibility of the F1 progeny suggests a recessive
trait; for example see Zeng and Baird (1997).

Step 3. If the trait appears dominant, perform a
backcross of the F1 progeny with the parental line to
determine if a single gene confers resistance. Test
the progeny using a dose response. The effectiveness
of the backcross method to differentiate single gene
inheritance from polygenic inheritance depends on
herbicide dose (Tabashnik 1991), and polygenic
inheritance may be underestimated if the progeny is
tested with a single, rather than a complete, dose
response (Preston 2003). The null hypothesis is that
resistance is controlled by one locus with two alleles.
Test this hypothesis using the x2 goodness of fit.

Through careful screening of F1, F2, and backcross
generations, the inheritance of resistance and the
number of genes and linkage between genes can be
determined. However, in the case of resistance
conferred by multiple mechanisms, polygenic inher-
itance or gene amplification, inheritance may be
difficult to interpret because of segregation and no
simple screening method (Gaines et al. 2010; Manalil
et al. 2011; Preston 2003).

Points to Consider. Resistance to herbicides in more
than one chemical group can either be conferred by
polygenic or multiple-herbicide resistance mecha-
nisms. In polygenic resistance, multiple genes or
loci affecting the same mechanism usually confer
cross-resistance via enhanced herbicide metabolism
(Chauvel and Gasquez 1994; Letouzé and Gasquez

Gene Flow Tip #2. Synthesis of homozygous
populations for future experiments will allow
results to be reported with confidence.

Gene Flow Tip #3. For obligate outcrossing
species, consider that each individual in the F1 or
F2 generation is potentially unique because the
offspring accumulates the genetic diversity of
each parent.

Figure 1. Tier approach to quantification of pollen- and seed-
mediated gene flow experiments. If information is already
available for a tier, it may be skipped and the subsequent tier can
begin. The null hypothesis is ‘‘gene flow does not occur.’’ If gene
flow is not detected in tier 1 or tier 2 (null hypothesis is accepted)
or if the distance of gene flow has been captured at a small scale,
subsequent experiments may be unnecessary. The ‘‘worst-case’’
nature of tier 1 and tier 2 experiments reduces the opportunity
for type II errors, in which the null hypothesis is erroneously
accepted. However, if gene flow does occur in tier 1 or tier 2,
researchers may choose to quantify gene flow in a more natural
situation or at a larger scale.

Gene Flow Tip #4. Because the selective dose
used for screening influences the relative propor-
tion of individuals scored as susceptible or
resistant, a single discriminating dose cannot be
used to differentiate polygenic inheritance.
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2001; Preston 2003), whereas in multiple-herbicide
resistance two or more resistance mechanisms are
present (Hall et al. 1994). Both mechanisms are
more common in outcrossing species, for example
in rigid ryegrass (Lolium rigidum Gaudin) (Yu et al.
2007) and blackgrass (Alopecurus myosuroides
Huds.) (Hall et al. 1997). Delineating mechanisms
is more complex because individuals within these
genetically diverse populations may have different
combinations of mechanisms. Thus, F2 populations
will vary in their response to herbicides so identifi-
cation and separation of individuals with high
resistance and low resistance is required (Tardif and
Powles 2006). In the instance of P450-mediated
resistance, selection with nonselective or high rates of
herbicides may still be used to differentiate plants
with stacked resistance genes (Preston 2003). In these
instances, a genetic approach may be conducted in
concert with confirmation of mechanism(s) of
resistance and the type of inheritance.

The inheritance of resistance will drive experi-
mental design for outcrossing. Herbicide resistance
conferred by a single dominant gene is an excellent
marker, allowing for large-scale screening for gene
flow. For recessive, polygenic, or multiple traits,
resistance alone is insufficient and will need to be
supplemented with morphological or molecular
markers.

Pollen-Mediated Gene Flow (PMGF). Tiered
testing begins with simple artificial scenarios
designed to eliminate most factors that may reduce
gene flow. The null hypothesis is ‘‘Gene flow does
not occur.’’ They are not intended to be realistic,
but rather to increase the likelihood of detection of
gene flow and reduce type II errors. For species
where intra- or interspecific gene flow has been
quantified, tier 1 testing may be omitted; however,
the frequency of gene flow should guide the scale of
subsequent experiments.

Tier 1 PMGF: Small-Scale Trials. To test the null
hypothesis that gene flow does not occur, reciprocal
emasculated crosses should be conducted and
compared as described in Hills et al. (2007). To

estimate the effectiveness of emasculation, emascu-
lated crosses of both species without pollen transfer
also must be conducted. The consistency of
emasculation and associated variability will deter-
mine the sample number required to refute the null
hypothesis. In the case of interspecific hybrids, they
may be subject to chromosomal rearrangement and
not all traits may be consistently incorporated;
herbicide resistance as a marker should be supple-
mented with morphological or molecular markers
to confirm hybridity (Kavanaugh et al. 2010, 2012;
Warwick et al. 2003). Replication should be
conducted over time as crossability may be affected
by greenhouse conditions. Sample size should be
established iteratively using a power analysis,
following initial experiments. Low-frequency events
require higher sample numbers. If no seed are
formed, further research is not required. However,
negative results are valuable and should be reported.

Tier 2 PMGF: Medium-Scale Trials. If interspecific
gene flow has been demonstrated in emasculated
crosses, inter- and intraspecific gene flow experi-
ments that include more of the biological barriers to
PMGF but maintain an increased likelihood of
outcrossing should be initiated. This tier is more
realistic and requires increased sample size/power
for statistical analysis. The moderate number of
seeds allows every seed to be tested; however, at a
low frequency of PMGF, the relatively small sample
sizes increase the number of replicates with no gene
flow. If experiments are analyzed using a simple
ANOVA, the absence of variance in zero value
makes data analysis problematic. In this instance a
power analysis can be used to report a frequency of
outcrossing (see below).

Insect-vectored gene flow. If the pollen vector is an
insect, optimize PMGF by using a greenhouse

Gene Flow Tip #5. A simple and reliable
screening method is essential for identification of
rare individuals in large populations.

Gene Flow Tip #6. Collect data on the relative
time to flower for each population/species to
assist with flowering synchrony in following
experiments.

Gene Flow Tip #7. Maximize flowering
synchronization between species. This may entail
sequential planting of the source species and
placing them in the middle of receptor species
when both are flowering.
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or cages supplemented with appropriate vectors
(Figure 2) (Currah and Ockendon 1984). Plant
source and receptor species or populations in pots
and then place either in cages or greenhouses
supplemented with insects. Outcrossing frequency
can be calculated using a dominant or incompletely
dominant herbicide-resistance trait, either alone or
in combination with other markers.

Wind-mediated gene flow. If wind pollination is more
likely, small-plot experiments can be conducted either
in greenhouses or outdoors. Donor plants can be
surrounded with receptor plants, with or without the
presence of a crop species (Murray et al. 2002; Walsh
et al. 2012). If conducted in a greenhouse, fans can be
used to move pollen or pollen source plants can be
placed above receptor plants. Test progenies of the
receptor plant for herbicide resistance. If detected,
quantification of PMGF frequency at a small scale
will allow the design of a more complex hypothesis
that encompasses both the frequency and distance of
outcrossing.

Tier 3 PMGF: Field-Scale Trials. Several experi-
mental plot designs are commonly used for assessing
the distance of PMGF: (1) a Nelder wheel (Nelder

1962) or concentric circle designs in which the
pollen donor is surrounded with the pollen
receptor; (2) an adjacent plot design, used for large
donor and receptor blocks where larger-scale pollen
donors are required; (3) and sentinel plants, where
plots or pots of pollen donors are located at longer
distances. For all of these larger-scale experiments,
the sequence of planting, tending, and harvesting is
critical to reduce sample contamination.

Nelder wheel. In these field experiments, the pollen
donor plants are surrounded by receptor plants,
which are divided into direction wedges or arms
(Gaines et al. 2007; Hanson et al. 2005; Jhala et al.
2009; McPherson et al. 2009; Stallings et al.
1995b). Depending on the target densities, donor

Gene Flow Tip #8. Seeding and combine/
threshing equipment are two major sources of
contamination. Donor seeds should be planted
last and donor plants destroyed after flowering
before viable seed has set. To reduce contamina-
tion, harvest should begin distal to the donor,
where gene flow is least, and move toward the
donor area.

Figure 2. Tier 2 fly-mediated crosses to determine the frequency of intra- or interspecific crossing. These experiments follow tier 1
reciprocal, emasculated hand crosses if gene flow is detected. Potted plants are inserted into the cages before flowering. In this instance,
herbicide-resistant Camelina sativa (L.) Crantz is the pollen donor, shephard’s-purse [Capsella bursa-pastoris (L.) Medik.] is the
receptor, and the putative pollinators used were Delia radicum, common cabbage maggots, a fly commonly observed during flowering
periods of crucifer species.
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and receptors may either be seeded or trans-
planted (Stallings et al. 1995b). Although circles
are ideal, they are difficult to plant and harvest with
mechanical equipment. A more realistic plot layout
is an octagon containing the donor surrounded by
square of crop with the receptor (Figure 3). Eight
directional wedges are delineated after flowering by
mowing of areas between the arms to facilitate
careful harvest. Mowing after flowering maintains
consistent wind and pollinator movement during
pollination.

Experiments should be replicated at different
locations and years. Gene flow can be modeled as the
average frequency over distance and, for compara-
tive purposes, expressed as the distance where gene
flow is reduced by 50% (EX50) or 99% (EX99),
depending on the value of interest. Directionality of
PMGF can be assessed using best linear unbiased
predictions, and contrast statements to compare
directions (Kavanagh et al. 2012).

Advantages. Sample size increases with circumfer-
ence of the circle/distance from the source.

Disadvantages. Receptor size is limited and the ratio
of donor to receptor plants skewed (Beckie and Hall
2008). To detect low frequencies of gene flow at
distance, millions of seeds may need to be screened.
Contamination during harvesting can increase the
number of false positives.

Adjacent block design. Because the ratio of source
and receptor populations is an important factor
determining the rate of gene flow, large- or equal-
sized adjacent blocks (Beckie et al. 2003; Rieger et al.
2002) have been used to determine frequency and
distance of gene flow. Sample size is not usually
limited; source and receptor populations can be of
equal and significant size; information on PMGF
distance but not direction can be obtained.

Advantage. For species with long-distance PMGF,
extended distances are possible.

Disadvantage. Influence of direction cannot be
easily assessed.

Sentinel plants. Another approach to quantify gene
flow, appropriate for noncontiguous areas, nonagri-
cultural species, and extreme distances, is to establish
and harvest individual sentinel plants as receptors.

Step 1. Establish the trap plants in pots.

Step 2. For landscape field studies, predetermined
placement sites can be mapped (Watrud et al.
2004).

Step 3. Place the trap plants at specific distances
from the pollen source. Placing the plants within
the field provides for the worst-case scenario for
crossing to occur, whereas placing outside the pollen
source can provide for the measurement at very
long distances. Depending on whether the species
is wind- or insect-pollinated, placement of the
receptor plants might change. If wind-pollinated,
increase the number of receptor plants downwind
to increase the likelihood of cross-pollination. If
insect-pollinated, place the receptor plants closer to
pollinator sources, hives or native vegetation.

Step 4. Plant receptor plants at weekly intervals to
ensure that flowering time will coincide with the

Figure 3. An aerial view of field-scale tier 3 pollen-mediated gene
flow experiment, taken after sampling. The homozygous herbicide-
resistant donor plants were planted in the center, surrounded by
susceptible receptor plants. Before harvest, donor plants were
removed and the field was divided by mowing into radial arms.
Samples were taken from the radial arms at specified distances from
the source (lighter areas in the photo). Care must be taken
throughout to reduce the inadvertent movement of pollen when
plot tending and maintain sample purity at harvest and during
screening. The large number of seed necessitates subsampling.

Gene Flow Tip #9. PMGF is leptokurtic in
distribution. For efficient sampling of low-
frequency outcrossing events, sample size needs
to increase with distance from the pollen source.
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pollen donor plants. Plants will then be placed at
predetermined sites, but can be replaced if flowering
times do not overlap.

Step 5. Monitor receptor plants throughout the
pollination period.

Step 6. Once flowering is complete, collect and
return the receptor plants to the greenhouse.
Remove any new flowers that develop.

Points to Consider. The frequency of gene flow
determines the appropriate sample size; the lower
the frequency, the more individuals that must be
assessed to detect at least one resistant individual.
The absence of gene flow cannot be demonstrated
(except if every individual is tested), and time
and resources required to assess a large number of
(or all) individuals must be weighed against the
accuracy of the information required. A power
analysis based on binomial probabilities can be used
iteratively to estimate the minimum sample size
required to accept the outcome of a statistical test at
a certain level of confidence (Kenkel et al. 1989)
(Figure 4).

For a sample without resistant individuals, the
theoretical frequencies at different a and b values
serve as a null hypothesis and gene flow frequency
can be reported in a statistically meaningful fashion.
For example, if 5,544 individuals were sampled and

Gene Flow Tip #10. Care must be taken to
limit cross-contamination when placing, tending,
or retrieving plants. Plants at the outer limits
should be monitored first and those closest to the
pollen source monitored last.

Figure 4. Example of a decision tree for iterative sampling of pollen-mediated gene flow (PMGF) on the basis of a power analysis
and a binomial distribution (Jhala et al. 2011; Zar 1999). In this example, a minimum sample size of 5,500 was chosen, on the basis of
tiers 1 and 2 experiments that quantified PMGF between adjacent plants at 0.01 (1.0%), and assuming gene flow would diminish distal
to the pollen source. If a subsample contains a herbicide-resistant seed, frequency can be reported. If not, subsampling can continue or
it may be reported with statistical confidence (a 5 0.05 and at a power of 0.95) to be less than a particular frequency, but not as zero.
In this example, if 55,000 seeds have been tested and no resistant seeds identified, the frequency of PMGF is , 0.001 (a 5 0.05 at a
power of 0.95).
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no resistant individuals are detected, gene flow can
be reported as , 0.01 at a 5 0.05%, for the power
of 0.95 (Jhala et al. 2009).

Advantages. Sentinel studies are particularly appro-
priate when pollen is vectored via wind or insects
because they allow for long-distance placement of
receptor plants (for example see Busi et al. 2008;
Sosnoskie et al. 2012; Zelaya et al. 2007). Because
sentinel plants can be placed at great distances from
the pollen source, they are easier to manipulate than
placing fields of receptor plants or depending on
compatible in situ plants to be present at specific
distances from the pollen source. Sentinel plants
offer the flexibility of placement both in time and
distance. The introduction of sentinel plants ensures
overlap in flowering time between the pollen donor
and pollen receptor plants.

Disadvantages. The use of sentinel plants will
decrease the number of potential pollen receptors
because of the time and resources needed to place
and monitor the individual plants. The absence of a
positive sample does not prove that gene flow is
absent.

Seed-Mediated Gene Flow (SMGF). Compara-
tively few studies have evaluated SMGF. A tiered
approach and modified experimental designs previ-
ously described to study PMGF can be modified to
study SMGF. Seed donor plants replace pollen
donor plants and seed traps (see discussion on seed
traps) replace pollen receptor plants. The choice of
methods is dependent on the dispersal vectors. The
approaches used for studying seed movement
include placement of seed traps, tracking seed
spread within a field, and tracking seed spread
across the landscape. Seed persistence within the
seed bank requires different methodological ap-
proaches and is beyond the scope of this document.

Tier 1 SMGF: Small-Scale Trials.

Determination of dispersal parameters. For wind-
dispersed seed, data requirements include seed

settling velocity in the absence of air movement
and the impact of height of seed release and wind
speed on movement. Seed settling velocity can be
determined by measuring the time for seeds to
descend a predetermined distance. Andersen (1992)
provides detailed methodology to measure settle-
ment velocity. The distance traveled (d) is a
function of the release height (H), wind speed
(U), and the terminal velocity of propagule (Vs)

d~HU=Vs ½1�

Determine the appropriate experimental design for the
field experiment. Wind-tunnel studies should be
used to evaluate the effect of multiple seed release
heights and wind speeds on seed movement (Dauer
et al. 2006). The data generated can be used to
construct models to better define the field experi-
mental design appropriate for a particular species.

Determine the appropriate seed trap. Preliminary
seed-trap studies should be conducted to choose
which material would work best for the species
studied. Sticky traps, funnel traps, and pots or trays
with soil or versions of these traps have been used to
study seed dispersal (Chabrerie and Alard 2005;
Cottrell 2004). Page et al. (2002) discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of different trap types.
The number of traps needed must also be estimated.

Advantage. The relative rapidity of initial experi-
ments in controlled conditions permits a wide range
of variable to be assessed.

Tier 2 SMGF Small-Scale Trials.

Seed dispersal experiments for most species can be
conducted at relatively short distances and replicat-
ed in different locations. Seed collection methods
include trays, or vacuuming of the soil surface. The
landscape will need to be surveyed for the presence
of the species studied. If the species already exists in
the area, the study of seed movement is compro-
mised (Zapiola et al. 2007) unless a unique genetic
marker (i.e., herbicide resistance) or morphological
marker can be used.

Gene Flow Tip #12. Seed sampling efforts
should increase with distance to quantify rare
long-distance dispersal.

Gene Flow Tip #11. Laboratory and wind-
tunnel experiments can rapidly provide information
for the scale required for subsequent field experi-
ments and help define appropriate treatments.
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Tier 3 SMGF: Field-Scale Trials.

Wind-vectored seed dispersal. Long-distance airborne
seed movement was measured for Conzya canadensis
(L.) using radio-controlled aircraft (Dauer et al.
2007; Dauer et al. 2009; Shields et al. 2006). Seed
traps were placed on the planes carrying data loggers
to record location, altitude, and ground and air
speed. The collecting surfaces were sprayed with a
sticky adhesive to capture seeds that came in contact
with the trap. The use of aircraft allowed seed to be
collected at different heights as well as distances. In
addition to the aircraft, ground towers were
constructed and fit with sticky traps to collect seed
near ground level (Dauer et al. 2009). These studies
allow measurement of seed dispersal from plants in
real time rather than measuring the seed deposition.

Tumbling species (i.e., tumbleweeds) present a
different challenge because plants release seed over
the distance traveled. Two field methods have been
described for measuring seed dispersal from tum-
bling species (Baker et al. 2010; Stallings et al.
1995a,b). In one case, plants were grown in a
common garden, tagged, released, tracked, and
collected over time (Stallings et al. 1995a). Natural
barriers to plant dispersal were used in this study. In
the other study, fences were erected to trap the
plants (Baker et al. 2010). In situ plants were
selected, tagged, painted, and the location georefer-
enced. Seed dispersal over distance can be calculated
as the seed that remains on the plant vs. the
estimated seed on a plant before dispersal (Baker
et al. 2010; Stallings et al. 1995a). Field studies can
be combined with controlled-environment wind-
tunnel studies to predict seed loss over distance at a
particular wind speed (Baker et al. 2010).

Mechanical vectored seed dispersal. To quantify the
movement of weed seeds by mechanical harvest
dispersal Blanco-Moreno et al. (2004) and Shirtliffe
and Entz (2005) planted a strip of weeds perpen-
dicular to crop plots. Weed fecundity was measured
and the crop was either harvested or windrowed at
maturity. Weed seeds expelled from the harvester
were sampled from seed traps placed at intervals
along the direction of travel of the combine. Seed
traps were placed in parallel, immediately behind
the combine to catch chaff and alongside to catch
seeds lost in the straw fraction. An alternative
method appropriate for small seeds is to vacuum the
soil surface to determine a density. Weed seed
captured in the harvest grain could have been
assessed by separation of weed and crop seed. Weed

seed retention in combine harvests can be deter-
mined by cleaning and collection of seeds in
combines; however, the dispersal of those seeds
would be much more problematic to quantify
because of the random nature of dislodging over
transport and subsequent harvest activities.

To quantify horizontal seed dispersal by tillage,
colored beads, global positioning system transpon-
ders, and seeds of crops and weeds have been used as
markers and treatments applied. Colored beads
simulating weed seeds can be place either on the soil
surface, or using augers, different colored beads can
be placed at various depths (Mead et al. 1998; Roger-
Estrade et al. 2001). After treatments beads can be
recovered in soil cores (Rew and Cussans 1997).
Passive integrated transponders (PITs) are small
microchips that use radiofrequency identification
technology (Wilson et al. 2010). They have a unique
identification code that can be read with a handheld
scanner transceiver. Wilson et al. (2010) tested PITs
of varying sizes (11.5 to 22 mm by 2 mm) in depths
of water, and soil of several types, enclosed in nylon
mesh and unprotected over 2 yr. They reported that
PITs were 85% recoverable after 2 yr and that they
may be useful to study seed movement, especially as
recovery technologies improve and size decreases. In
some instances, nondormant crop seeds are used to
simulate weed seeds and their position indicated by
emergence of seedlings (Davis and Luschei 2009;
Grundy et al. 1999;). Weed seeds also have been used
for a more realistic but labor-intensive study of seed
movement (Grundy and Mead 1998). The use of
crop or weed seed emergence to examine movement
is confounded by the influence of depth, seed
predation, and seed dormancy. Complete seed
recovery is not feasible with these methods, and rare,
long-distance seed movement may fail to be
captured.

Advantages. The variability of seed dispersal can be
captured in these experiments. Seed life is longer
than pollen or vegetative propagules so it is possible
to study movement over time.

Disadvantages. Because of the spatial nature of weed
seed distribution and the role of random events,
variability is high. If tillage is one of the factors in
the study, seed extraction and seed identification are
time consuming.

Points to consider. It is useful to estimate seed
production before distribution to determine the
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success of seed capture. For accurate data, seed
sampling must occur before seed is lost through
predation or germination.

Vegetative Propagule-Mediated Gene Flow
(VPMGF). There are few methods published on
movement of vegetative propagules. However,
VPMGF has the potential to contribute significantly
to gene movement in the environment. Vegetative
propagules vary greatly in their structure. Vegetative
propagules include roots, rhizomes, stolons, tubers,
bulbs, and similar underground structures, bulbils.
Bulbs, tubers, and similar structures will generally be
viable for a longer period than roots, rhizomes, and
stolons. Therefore, study duration and distance likely
will vary on the basis of the structure. One fact to
consider when designing experiments is that vegeta-
tive propagules are clones of the plant from which
they originated.

Step 1. Conduct preliminary studies using controlled
environment to determine the life span of propagules
under different conditions. The distance by which a
species can spread via vegetative propagules depends
on the life span of these materials. Thus, the effects of
temperature, burial, drying, wetting, or submersion
on propagule viability and longevity need to be
determined before conducting field studies.

Step 2. Determine the type of traps to use in
collecting vegetative propagules.

Step 3. Conduct a preliminary study of the
potential routes, agents, and distance of dispersal.
Consider these factors in designing the experiment.

Sampling for VPMGF. There are no established
general protocols for collecting samples to detect
VPMGF. Nevertheless, we can glean some guidance
from studies on the spread of the species giant reed
(Arundo donax L.) in Australia (Haddadchi et al.
2013), Italy (Mariani et al. 2010), and the United
States (Khudamrongsawat et al. 2004).

Step 1. On the basis of information obtained from
background research mentioned above, determine the
potential route of dispersal and geographic range to be
sampled. If the propagules are potentially dispersed by
water via rivers or irrigation systems, use geographic
information system data to generate an overview of
the area to be sampled. Do the same for potential
dispersal via road networks or railroad tracks.

Step 2. On the basis of available resources (financial,
labor, facilities, and equipment), determine the
number of samples that can be collected and analyzed.
With a predominantly clonal species such as Arundo
spp., each distinct patch is genetically identical and
can be represented by one plant sample. Consult with
a statistician to ensure that an appropriate number of
samples is collected to conduct proper data analysis.

Step 3. Determine the minimum separation
distance between samples. In Australia for example,
15 stands of the sterile giant reed were sampled
across 37,000 km2, encompassing catchment areas
of three river systems (see Haddadchi et al. 2013 for
details). A stand is comprised of a single or multiple
distinct patches across a 2-km stretch of river. Each
stand was at least 10 km apart. The number of
plants sampled in each stand ranged from 1 to 16,
depending on the size of the stand and the number
of distinct patches within a stand. In the United
States, any stand large enough to sample along the
Santa Ana River (in California) from the headwaters
to the ocean was considered a sampling site,
resulting in a minimum distance of 3.2 km between
sampling sites (Khudamrongsawat et al. 2004).

Step 4. Use the appropriate resistance trait marker
and genomic molecular markers (e.g., AFLP, inter-
simple sequence repeats, simple sequence repeats) to
confirm if gene flow occurred via clonal dispersal or
by sexual means.

Conclusion. A tiered approach to quantification of
gene flow results in experiments designed at the
appropriate scale and sample size. In some instances,
only greenhouse or short-distance experiments are
required. Preliminary data gathering and experi-
mentation are excellent investments when large-
scale experiments may require a growing season to
implement and then months to screen the millions
of seeds for rare individuals.
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